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SMALL BUSINESS SUCCESS STORIES — EXPORTING TO RUSSIA
BLACKLIN ASSOCIATES

W

hile Blacklin Associates of Clifton, VA, has done well in the Russian
market, the firm’s president, Scott Blacklin, expects to see greater
gains once Congress approves Permanent Normal Trade Relations
(PNTR) with Russia.

COMPANY:

Blacklin Associates
LOCATION:

Clifton, VA

Mr. Blacklin has had extensive experience in Russia as Vice President, Emerging
Markets Public Sector for Cisco Systems; Vice President and CIS Country
Manager, Westinghouse Electronic Systems; Director of International Cellular
Infrastructure Group in Motorola; and President of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Russia.
Blacklin Associates helps American companies to scale globally and optimize
their international sales operations to accelerate their growth — mostly in
emerging markets such as Russia. Blacklin Associates has five employees in the
United States whose jobs depend on international trade. The company focuses
on the challenging dynamics of emerging markets, the leading examples being
Russia, Brazil, and India.
With regard to Russia, Mr. Blacklin focuses on the fact that the United States
has gone from $1 billion in exports to Russia in 2000 to over $8 billion
today, which reveals the dramatic increase in trade between the two counties.
“Although American business still can boast only a modest share of the
Russian market,” he explains, “at a time when you are trying to get established
in a challenging country, growth rate is more important than market share.
American business has done very well from that perspective.”
Mr. Blacklin highlights that there is much more at stake than sales to the
Russian market if Congress does not approve PNTR with Russia. He believes
that U.S. firms will see an across the board drop in access to Russian decision
makers if Congress does not approve PNTR with Russia. Russian companies
need global partners, he explains, and U.S. companies can answer these
requirements better than anyone. However, U.S. companies will be at a
competitive disadvantage unless Congress acts soon.

